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QUESTION 1

How many different time levels can be selected within one planning view? 

A. All time levels available in the time profile 

B. All time levels available in the time profile, restricted by global configuration parameter 

C. Only time levels from the base planning level of selected key figures 

D. Only base time levels of the planning area 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following configuration options are part of the new key figure creation process? Note: There are 3 correct
Answers to this question. 

A. Hiding or displaying totals for the key figure 

B. Enabling planning notes for the key figure 

C. Setting permitted planning levels 

D. Setting disaggregation logic for the key figure 

E. Enabling fixing for the key figure 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following stages can be modeled using scenarios from the SandOP planning cycle? Note: There are 2
correct Answers to this question. 

A. Demand sensing stage 

B. Data input review for inventory 

C. Demand review 

D. Demand-supply balancing 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are functions of SAP IBP for demand? Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this question. 
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A. Detailed statistical analysis of demand data using the supply chain algorithm library 

B. Embedded, on-the-fly demand analytics 

C. Demand sensing of demand data using the supply chain algorithm library 

D. Detailed statistical analysis of demand data using predictive analytics tools 

E. Demand sensing of demand data using predictive analytics tools 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following values can you use in disaggregation expressions? 

A. KF1 (Stored) + Helper KF 

B. KF1 (Stored) + KF2 (Stored) + Attribute 

C. If (Attribute) = 0 

D. KF1 (Calculated) + Attribute 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following modes can you use when creating a constrained plan? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this
question. 

A. Profit maximization 

B. Delivery maximization 

C. Resource maximization 

D. Production maximization 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

What setting is mandatory in the Manage Lifecycle Planning app when introducing a new product? 

A. Define which phase-in and phase-out profiles can be used within Lifecycle Planning 

B. Define which key figure can be used as sales history for new products 

C. Define at least one attribute of the planning area which represents the Product ID 
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D. Define which is the attribute ID for the Lifecycle profiles 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You are invited to review a problem with a customer\\'s SAP IBP Excel template performance. What areas with the
biggest potential performance impact would you focus on? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question. 

A. Number of local members and complexity of calculations 

B. Complex calculation graphs for key figures 

C. Excessive IBP formatting in Excel UI 

D. Number of analytics charts displaying key figures\\' values 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is one of the functions of multi-echelon inventory optimization? 

A. Ability to optimize delivery costs between different locations 

B. Ability to optimize lead times between different locations 

C. Ability to maintain high external service levels with low internal service levels 

D. Ability to maintain high external service levels with high internal service levels 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You run a what-if analysis and use the scenario planning function. Which actions can you perform? Note: There are 3
correct Answers to this question. 

A. Run a scenario-specific inventory optimization job. 

B. Share data with other users. 

C. Run a scenario-specific demand sensing job. 

D. Display data in analytics. 

E. Change scenario-specific master data. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 11

You are evaluating criteria for choosing the solver to support planning for a complex supply chain. What are some of the
points that should be reviewed? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question. 

A. Planning results can be generated faster by the optimizer. 

B. Prioritization of demand elements one by one is achieved by heuristics. 

C. Push and Pull production models are used by the optimizer. 

D. Finite heuristics can achieve demand prioritization and pegging. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

When you promote calculated and approved inventory parameters from SAP IBP for inventory, what other IBP modules
can be receiving them? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question. 

A. SAP IBP for sales and operations 

B. SAP IBP for response and supply 

C. SAP IBP for demand 

D. DDMRP 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 13

Model configuration allows the attributes of a master data type to be assigned as key figures. Which features are
relevant for this type of object? 

A. This object contains user-defined criteria that monitor execution of business plans. 

B. This object provides a single value for a unique planning combination. 

C. This type of key figure is not usually stored and it cannot be set to editable. 

D. This object is not exposed to the user in planning views or modeling. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What are the ways to achieve rolling aggregation with SAP IBP? 

A. Using attribute as a key figure 
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B. Using key figure calculation 

C. Using local member 

D. Using aggregation mode average 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following conditions are relevant for subtotals in the planning view? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to
this question. 

A. Only attribute-based totals can be added to the planning view. 

B. The total value can be added before or after the selected attribute. 

C. The values of the attribute-based total at the highest attribute level in the planning level can be changed. 

D. The total number of attributes that can use subtotals in the planning view can be restricted. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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